COILED TUBING SERVICES & SOLUTIONS

THE EASY CHOICE FOR
COMPLEX LATERALS
Nine Energy Service is equipped with the
expertise and tools to handle the industry’s
most challenging and complex coiled tubing
projects. Backed by our talented team of
technicians and engineers, our solutions can
help you improve performance, safety, and
cost-efficiency on extreme laterals and
high-pressure operations.

AT 25,595 FEET, WE RAN
THE LONGEST 2 5/8-INCH
COILED TUBING STRING
ON RECORD IN NORTH
AMERICA

COILED TUBING SERVICES:
UNSURPASSED CAPACITY
Our coiled tubing units range from 1¼ to 2 5/8-inches
in diameter. With large capacity units, we can run up
to 28,000 feet of 2 3/8-inch coiled tubing.

OUR SUPPORT SERVICES INCLUDE:
Frac plug millout
Wellbore cleanout
Fluid pumping
Nitrogen pumping and bulk nitrogen delivery/sales
Tubing-conveyed perforating (jet or abrasive)

ALLSIGHT LIVE JOBSITE
DASHBOARD: MONITOR AND
MANAGE PROJECT DETAILS
Electronically track, evaluate, and manage
every aspect of your coiled tubing job with
real-time and historical data. Field-tested
and fully operational with all of our units,

Fishing/milling

our proprietary internet-based software puts

Stimulation via coiled tubing

unmatched power of better decision-making

Crane Services

in your hands.

Pre-job engineering, planning, and design
with industry-leading software

FEATURES INCLUDE:
Complete transparency of
coiled tubing operations,
allowing you to make more
informed decisions now and
for future operations
Accurate, real-time job
information including surface
and downhole events, data
acquisition monitoring, and
comprehensive non-productive
time statistics
Vital job information available
from any internet-connected
device
Data-point scrolling and
zooming capabilities to
clarify operational issues and
performance in detail

A checklist to improve quality
and safety issues, including
digital Job Safety Evaluations,
personnel certifications and
renewal alerts along with
inspection and maintenance
histories
Comparative equipment data
and performance metrics
Chemical information and
relevant Safety Data sheets
Visual display of metrics such
as rig-up times, non-productive
time, time in well, plug millout
times, running footage, and
other relevant data

TruSight™ DOWNHOLE MEMORY
TOOL LOGGING SERVICES
REVEAL VALUABLE INSIGHTS FROM 20,000 FEET AWAY
When you’re miles away from the action in your deepest,
longest horizontal wells, it’s easy to feel like you’re in the
dark. With TruSight Downhole Memory Tool Logging
Services, you can see what’s happening in data-rich detail,
enhancing your ability to make better decisions.
With accurate, multi-sensor technology and data-mapping
software, you can measure the forces at play downhole,
compare with surface data, identify where stalls occur, and
track trends for future insights.

BENEFITS

SENSOR PACKAGE

Compare sensor-package data with
surface data (pressure, depth, weight)

Weight on Bit (WoB)

Confirm and analyze downhole events
Optimize plug and BHA selection
Plan next work based on actual results
Correlation of wellbore friction factors
Assessment of wellbore cleanout
efficiency
Evaluation of actual versus predicted WoB
Assess forces from extended reach tools
Validation of PDM torque output
Verification of downhole tool functions

Torque
Internal pressure
Temperature
G-force acceleration
Side load and Inclination (coming soon)

EXPERTISE,
EQUIPMENT AND
EXPECTATIONS:
DELIVERED FAST
With Nine Energy Service, you’re
not waiting around for your well to

As part of our services, Nine can help
you turn your data into actionable
information. We can also provide a
more comprehensive report that will
help you turn the data into actionable
information.

become productive and profitable. We
promptly deliver the equipment and
expertise to service the longest and
most complex horizontal wells—at any
stage. We’re also quick on our feet. We

Identify thief zones

know how to solve problems, even

Pressure and temperature gradients

when those problems are outside of

Productivity Index analysis
Dog-leg severity versus pipe stresses

our job scope.
Ultimately, our speed is a result of
doing things the right way, ensuring
safety and compliance every step of
the way.

NINE IS WHERE YOU NEED US.
We support customers in major North
American Basins with comprehensive
solutions and expertise.
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